Assessment in undergraduate medical education

This advice was originally produced to supplement our previous standards for undergraduate education contained in *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009).

While the supplementary advice continues to provide information which medical schools and students will find helpful, readers should refer to our current standards and outcomes documents:

- *Promoting excellence: standards for medical education and training*
- *Outcomes for graduates* - the outcomes we set for medical students who undertake undergraduate medical education in the UK.
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Advice supplementary to Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009)
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Key points

The GMC’s requirements for assessment in undergraduate medical education are set out in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) in Domain 5 at paragraphs 81, 85–90 and 111–21. There are also requirements in Domains 2 and 7.

This document sets out supplementary advice. It does not include any new regulatory requirements or standards.

The advice includes the following major components.

- Medical schools should take an overarching strategic and systematic approach to assessment that fits with the rest of the curriculum (paragraph 19).
- In developing and reviewing assessment methods, medical schools should consider validity, reliability/generalisability, feasibility, fairness, educational impact, cost-effectiveness, acceptability and defensibility (paragraph 32).
- Compensation can be appropriate but should not be used in ways that would allow students to graduate who are unable to demonstrate all the high-level outcomes and the practical procedures (paragraph 39).
- Absence, illness or other extenuating circumstance is not a reason for allowing students to graduate without demonstrating achievement of the outcomes (paragraph 40).
- A cross-departmental board should have overall and final responsibility for assessment and be transparent: that is, accountable through published processes and criteria (paragraph 45).
- Medical schools should provide clear, accessible and timely information to students and staff (paragraph 60).
- Medical schools legitimately choose various methods of standard setting, but all should fully implement a robust, transparent and consistent approach that satisfies the requirements in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) (paragraph 111).
- Good feedback will be effective in improving learning and performance (paragraph 126).

For further advice, see the Annex on ‘Related documents’ and in particular:

- GMC, Standards for curricula and assessment systems (for specialty including GP training), revised 2010
- QAA, Code of practice for the assurance of academic quality and standards in higher education, updated in sections

Introduction

Background to the GMC’s production of supplementary advice

1. The GMC sets requirements for medical schools in Tomorrow’s Doctors. The 2009 edition reflects lessons from the first full cycle of the GMC’s process of Quality Assurance of Basic Medical Education (QABME) and responds to issues that emerged since the 2003 edition. It aims to ensure that new graduates will be fit to practise and prepared for training in the Foundation Programme and employment in the NHS and for their further education and training beyond that. The 2009 edition followed an extensive period of development, engagement and consultation and drew on research on the preparedness of graduates commissioned by the GMC.

2. Medical schools are required to comply with the standards and outcomes in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) by academic year 2011/2012.

3. The GMC has supported medical schools in implementing the new requirements. This has involved a series of implementation workshops across the UK and asking schools to produce Enhanced Annual Returns (EARs) on their progress. The workshops brought together
representatives from the medical schools in a region as well as students, postgraduate training bodies and employers. They provided an opportunity for schools to discuss their progress in becoming compliant with Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and to highlight any challenges they were facing.

4 It became clear that the schools felt that they needed extra advice from the GMC as to how certain requirements in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) should be taken forward.

5 The GMC has therefore developed a series of advisory documents supplementary to Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) in the following areas:

- assessment
- clinical placements, particularly student assistantships
- developing teachers and trainers
- involving patients and the public.

The documents have been developed with drafting advice from experts in these fields. Their support is gratefully acknowledged.

6 The advice contains some examples of local arrangements, as described by the medical schools or institutions involved or as set out in previous publications. These are included as snapshots which may be of interest and use to other schools as they develop arrangements appropriate for their own needs and circumstances.

7 Schools are free to make use of this advice insofar as they find it helpful in light of local circumstances. It covers relevant issues and includes suggestions. The advice is expressed as steps that schools ‘could’ or ‘should’ take, but it does not indicate any new regulatory requirements or standards.

What does Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) say about assessment?

8 The most relevant section of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) is Domain 5 on ‘Design and delivery of the curriculum, including assessment’.

9 The overall Standard for Domain 5 is at paragraph 81:

81. The curriculum must be designed, delivered and assessed to ensure that graduates demonstrate all the ‘outcomes for graduates’ specified in Tomorrow’s Doctors.

10 The criteria relating to assessment are reproduced as an Annex to this advice and cover:

a feedback to students (paragraph 85)
b ensuring that only students who meet the outcomes are permitted to graduate and that assessments are fit for purpose (paragraph 86)
c guidance to students (paragraph 87)
d examiners and assessors (paragraph 88)
e standard setting systems (paragraph 89)
f disability (paragraph 90).

11 Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) also sets out ‘Detailed requirements and context’ at paragraphs 111 to 121. These cover:

a feedback to students (paragraph 111)
b ensuring that all students achieve all the outcomes (paragraph 112)
c using a range of assessment techniques that are valid, reliable and appropriate to the curriculum (paragraph 113)
d information for students (paragraph 114)
e training and guidelines for examiners (paragraph 115)
f mechanisms to ensure comparability of standards and to share good practice including external examiners (paragraph 116)
g standard setting (paragraph 117)
h disability (paragraph 118)
i the Code of Practice published by the Quality Assurance Agency (QAA) (paragraph 119).

12 Assessment also features in Domain 2 on ‘Quality assurance, review and evaluation’ and Domain 7 on ‘Management of teaching, learning and assessment’.
Purpose of the supplementary advice

13 This advice is intended to help medical schools meet the mandatory standards in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and does not include new requirements or impose uniformity in approaches to assessment.

14 The advice reflects the importance of the continuum of medical education covering undergraduate medical education, the Foundation Programme and specialty including GP training. Following the merger of PMETB with the GMC in April 2010, the advice has been heavily influenced by documents originally developed by PMETB.

15 This advice should contribute to confidence of the public, and of doctors’ employers, in the assessment of medical students. In the past, medical schools may have made decisions based on traditional methods without adequate guidance from experts. There is interest in the extent of variability between medical schools, in the competence of their graduates and in whether all UK medical students are prepared for practice and entry to the Foundation Programme. From this perspective, there have been some calls for the introduction of a national licensing examination.

16 To address these concerns, the 2009 version of Tomorrow’s Doctors is more detailed and prescriptive than previous editions in relation to assessment and the outcomes required of new graduates. In addition, the Medical Schools Council has taken initiatives to enhance the effectiveness and consistency of assessment (see the section on Cross-school arrangements). This advice is a further step towards that goal.

17 The reports of the QABME reviews from 2003 to 2009, which are published on the GMC website, demonstrate the interest taken by GMC visitors in the assessment arrangements at medical schools. The issues are addressed in this guidance. We recognise the significant progress made by medical schools since the QABME reviews took place.

Who is the advice for?

18 The advice reflects the views of experts and practitioners in the field. Many schools will have little to learn from the advice. But we anticipate that it will assist some schools as they seek to improve their assessment systems and that it will be of particular use to individuals who are relatively new to this field. This includes:

a those developing and designing assessment strategies and tools
b members of assessment boards or committees
c members of teaching and learning committees
d academic and clinical professionals involved in assessing students
e external examiners
f medical students.

Overview

Ensuring a clear strategy

19 Medical schools should take an overarching strategic and systematic approach to assessment that fits with the rest of the curriculum, delivers assessment methods that are valid, reliable and otherwise appropriate and is led by assessment experts with psychometric support and the necessary authority within the governance systems. There are risks in devolving decisions to particular leads in specialties or years who are not tied into a coordinated and strategic approach. An unstructured and devolved approach may compromise the school’s ability to monitor students’ progression and to ensure that outcomes are appropriately assessed. It may lead to disproportionate emphasis on particular specialties or perspectives.

20 In the GMC’s 2010 report on The state of basic medical education, Dr Katharine Boursicot writes:

Medical schools have had to scrutinise their own assessment strategies and have endeavoured to move away from disjointed, localised,
inconsistent, outmoded and often unmonitored (ie not quality assured) assessments in various parts of their courses, and take an overview of assessment over the whole curriculum. This movement has been variably successful and requires more work to ensure that students are fairly and adequately assessed over their whole undergraduate course. The development and implementation of a coherent and consistent assessment strategy in each institution is still a major challenge.

21 The GMC report also states:

Reports from QABME reviews highlighted the coordination and central leadership of assessment across a programme as an area for improvement. Many schools separate the management of assessment into years or phases, but without strong oversight and coordination, which can lead to inconsistencies. During QABME reviews, many teams agreed on the benefit to assessment systems of a central, coordinating leadership group, or assessment-focused unit, with a strong remit to work on assessment across modules and years in order to build a consistent approach to assessment throughout the course.

22 The strategy should cover formative as well as summative assessment. The latter is the formalised assessment on which decisions about progression are made. Formative assessment is informal, frequent, dynamic and non-judgemental. It is primarily for the benefit of the student’s learning, not the institution’s need to track progress. It should be built into the design of all teaching modules. Schools should make a sustained attempt to discourage students from treating formative assessments as tests to pass rather than opportunities for learning. Students should become accustomed to seeking maximum benefit from feedback, self-assessment, reflection and the development of lifelong learning skills. This will enable students to fulfil their responsibilities as set out in paragraph 6 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and paragraph 19 of Medical students: professional values and fitness to practise; and to achieve the outcomes set out in paragraph 21 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009). It will also prepare them for training and workplace based assessment (WPBA) in the Foundation Programme and beyond.

23 The overall assessment strategy should be documented in a clear and accessible manner with accountabilities clearly allocated. The strategy should also demonstrate how the school’s approach is based on a sound understanding of the evidence base, academic literature and good practice in assessment. Schools could consider circulating the strategy to stakeholders to reassure them about the robustness of the examination processes.

St George’s medical school – an assessment strategy

“St George’s, University of London developed and implemented a comprehensive assessment strategy in tandem with the development of a new curriculum. This was achieved by central planning, involving teachers, administrators and student representatives and adhering to an overall structured plan for all assessments across all years of the course. Modern assessment pedagogy was applied, with blueprinting, item writing, standard setting and feedback.”

Assessing against outcomes

24 Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) requires that: ‘All the “outcomes for graduates” will be assessed at appropriate points during the curriculum, ensuring that only students who meet these outcomes are permitted to graduate. Assessments will be fit for purpose – that is: valid, reliable, generalisable, feasible and fair’ (paragraph 86).

25 In the 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return, two-thirds of medical schools said they were already compliant with that requirement.

26 Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) goes on to say:

112. Medical schools must ensure that all graduates have achieved all the outcomes set out in Tomorrow’s Doctors, that is:

- each of the five outcomes under ‘The doctor as a scholar and a scientist’
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- each of the seven outcomes under ‘The doctor as a practitioner’
- each of the four outcomes under ‘The doctor as a professional’
- every practical procedure listed in Appendix 1.

This must involve summative assessments during the course that cumulatively demonstrate achievement of each outcome. The medical school must have schemes of assessment that map the outcomes to each assessment event and type, across an appropriate range of disciplines and specialties (‘blueprinting’). Students’ knowledge, skills and professional behaviour must be assessed. There must be a description of how individual assessments and examinations contribute to the overall assessment of curricular outcomes, which must be communicated to staff and students.

27 For the avoidance of doubt, it is the contribution of individual assessments and examinations to the overall assessment that must be communicated – not just a description of the overall assessment.

28 A blueprint can be defined as a template used to define the content of a given test. In medical education, it is often designed as a matrix or a series of matrices.

29 Based on this definition, we can advise as follows.

a Blueprinting of assessments against the curriculum and the outcomes of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) enables a systematic approach to assessment and provides a basis for sampling. The outcomes in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) provide a structure against which everything else can be planned and evaluated. Some outcomes cover more ground than others and so will require more extensive testing.

b When blueprinting, medical schools should choose an appropriate assessment format for each outcome. For example, multiple choice questions (MCQs) may be appropriate for testing knowledge and objective structured clinical examinations (OSCEs) for testing skills. Schools should also consider the potential role of WPBA and approaches to the assessment of professionalism. Overlap of the formats used for particular outcomes is both inevitable and desirable, providing confirmation of performance through triangulation.

c Medical schools should be able to show that every assessment has been designed to test a particular aspect, or aspects, of the curriculum or an appropriate outcome, or outcomes, in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

30 The Medical Schools Council surveyed assessment practice in May 2010 and found that 11 schools (one in three) blueprinted their final examinations against Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) either on its own or in combination with internal documents.

31 Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states: ‘...Assessments will be fit for purpose – that is: valid, reliable, generalisable, feasible and fair’ (paragraph 86). Other criteria include: educational impact (the effect of assessments, positive and otherwise, on students’ learning and development), cost-effectiveness, acceptability (the attitudes of students and others to the assessments) and defensibility. In practice, each method has its own strengths and weaknesses, calling for a complementary and balanced approach to choosing assessment methods bearing in mind the various criteria.

32 Medical schools should be able to demonstrate how their assessment arrangements meet relevant criteria including the requirements of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and how they can be improved in this light.
For example:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Examples of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Validity</strong></td>
<td>• Blueprinting against Tomorrow’s (2009) outcomes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Assessment tools drawing on clinical contexts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• High correlations between tests intended to measure the same characteristic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The performance of graduates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reliability /</strong></td>
<td>• Psychometric evidence relating to the generalisability use of particular items, examiners or sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Use of methods that are relatively reliable per hour of testing time (for example, MCQs rather than open-ended questions or essays)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Feasibility</strong></td>
<td>• Reality checks, for example through feedback from assessment organisers, examiners and candidates</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Logging of practical problems that arise</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• The affordability and proportionality of the overall assessment process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Criteria</th>
<th>Examples of evidence</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cost-effectiveness</strong></td>
<td>• Appropriate use of more expensive assessment tools such as OSCEs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Collaboration with other medical schools where appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Acceptability</strong></td>
<td>• Feedback from students, for example through the National Student Survey</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Feedback from examiners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Where appropriate, feedback from patients or simulated patients (actors)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Defensibility</strong></td>
<td>• Consideration of the risk of challenges from students internally through university processes or externally, particularly through the Office of the Independent Adjudicator</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

33 Further examples of evidence are set out by Steven Downing, along with a discussion of their relevance to written assessments and performance examinations. However, he takes a different approach to categorising criteria for considering assessments, drawing on the American Standards for Educational and Psychological Testing.

34 Paragraph 86 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states that all the outcomes will be assessed and this is reinforced at paragraphs 112 and 117. As paragraph 112 states, students must achieve all of the 16 high level outcomes. Each high level outcome has a paragraph number in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) from paragraphs 8 to 23, for example paragraph 12: ‘Apply scientific method and approaches to medical research’. This creates room for sampling among the 106 lower level outcomes (which each has a sub-paragraph letter; for example paragraph 12 has lower level outcomes (a) to (d) including 12(d): ‘Understand the ethical and governance issues involved in medical research’). In addition, graduates must be competent in all the 32 practical procedures listed at Appendix 1 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

35 The lower-level outcomes cover a wide variety of knowledge, skills and behaviour at different
levels of generality. They will therefore require a range of assessment methods so that it will sometimes be impossible to take a solely arithmetic approach to determine whether candidates have achieved specific higher-level outcomes. The school should have a transparent assessment mechanism to demonstrate how these decisions are made.

36 *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009) does not mandate or specify particular assessment methods, for example the use of simulation or involvement of real patients. It is for schools to determine the assessment method or methods that are most suited for particular outcomes or procedures. Nor does *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009) mandate separate examinations for each outcome, which would destroy the integrated nature of many systems. Rather, schools should be able to demonstrate that all the outcomes are incorporated into blueprints and that the marking schemes and standard setting arrangements are such that students seriously inadequate in any one outcome are not able to graduate.

37 Summative assessments throughout the course can cumulatively demonstrate outcomes: they do not all have to be demonstrated in Finals or in the final year of the course. While it may not be appropriate or possible to add results together arithmetically for a particular outcome, the consideration of performance in various assessments throughout the course may make it easier to reach sound decisions about individuals’ fitness to practise and preparedness. However, university regulations may make this impossible where a student has been deemed fit to progress from one year to the next.

38 For some outcomes it may be possible to complete summative assessments early in the course. In that case schools should be able to demonstrate good grounds for confidence that the students’ knowledge, skill or behaviour in that respect has been maintained or enhanced throughout the rest of the course.

39 Paragraph 117 of *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009) goes on to state: ‘...There must be no compensatory mechanism which would allow students to graduate without having demonstrated competence in all the outcomes’. Again, this refers to the 16 high level outcomes and the 32 practical procedures. Compensation can be appropriate but should not be used in ways that would allow students to graduate who are unable to demonstrate all the high-level outcomes and the practical procedures. Ideally, students would be assessed against a high-level outcome or a procedure on a number of occasions allowing a judgement to be made on this triangulated basis, rather than relying solely on an isolated and perhaps untypical performance in, say, a Finals OSCE. It is also acceptable to the GMC for students to graduate without being able to demonstrate achievement of all the lower-level outcomes set out in *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009). Individual medical schools may properly require students to demonstrate particular lower-level outcomes in accordance with their own curricular priorities.

40 Absence, illness or other extenuating circumstance is not a reason for allowing students to graduate without demonstrating achievement of the outcomes.

41 While all students seeking graduation must demonstrate achievement of the outcomes, reasonable adjustments should be made to assessment arrangements to enable disabled students to do so.

**Governance and management**

42 Domain 7 of *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009) covers ‘Management of teaching, learning and assessment’. This twice refers explicitly to assessment:

151. *A management plan at medical school level will show who is responsible for curriculum planning, teaching, learning and assessment at each stage of the undergraduate programme, and how they manage these processes*…

155. *Medical schools should have supervisory structures that involve individuals with an appropriate range of expertise and knowledge.*
Lines of authority and responsibility must be set out. This will allow medical schools to plan curricula and associated assessments, put them into practice and review them. Having people with educational expertise in a medical education unit can help this process.

43 The 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return to the GMC found that schools vary in whether or not there is an active overall management committee or group to direct and manage assessment across the whole course.

44 Clear lines of authority and allocation of responsibilities, drawing on appropriate expertise and exercised in a transparent and consistent manner, are important for the determination and implementation of the assessment strategy, control of assessment data and critical decisions about the progression and graduation of individuals. Standard operating procedures can determine aspects of assessments that need to be checked and by whom. The relationship with the university assessment processes should be clear and explicit. Medical schools should work with the universities with the aim of ensuring that sound decisions relating to clinical competence do not conflict with university regulations.

45 Arrangements could include:

a. a cross-departmental board with overall and final responsibility for assessment which is transparent: that is, accountable through published processes and criteria. The board should coordinate the assessments within and between years to ensure that assessments have a logical sequence and are set at an appropriate level

b. a senior member of faculty with overall responsibility for assessment matters

c. a dedicated administration system for assessment

d. a single postholder with responsibility for all assessment data and data management protocols to collate data sets for all students, covering all stages of processing and incorporating robust verification systems, security and data protection

e. psychometric staff and assessment experts to contribute to the identification and development of assessment methods, report after every assessment and produce overarching reports periodically

f. an annual report on assessment for formal consideration by the relevant committees, demonstrating how the school ensures that students achieve the outcomes in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009)

g. procedures for development and control of any bank of assessment items

h. arrangements for the involvement of students and staff in the development and implementation of assessment, with appropriate minority ethnic representation on any groups that are established for this purpose.

46 The QAA Code of Practice includes as Precept 4: ‘Institutions publicise and implement effective, clear and consistent policies for the membership, procedures, powers and accountability of assessment panels and boards of examiners’. The QAA advise that where there is more than one board or panel, their relative responsibilities should be clear. There should be ample opportunities for members to declare personal interests and involvement or relationships with students being assessed. Institutions may wish to give guidance on student anonymity. There should be clear records of decisions and it is good practice to keep minutes that track details of decision-making.

47 Precept 13 states: ‘Institutions review and amend assessment regulations periodically, as appropriate, to assure themselves that the regulations remain fit for purpose.’ Regulations or guidelines may need to be amended to reflect the developing curriculum and ‘changing professional practice’. As QAA advise: ‘The involvement of as wide a range of people as possible in reviewing assessment regulations may help to assure their appropriateness, especially when major changes are likely.’
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49. Given the importance of assessment, including placement-based assessments, there must be specific quality-control standards and systems in place to ensure the assessments are ‘fit for purpose’.

49 Peer support and review are important in designing assessments including the necessarily iterative process of writing questions. Question writers could consult the USA National Board of Medical Examiners guidance on Constructing Written Test Questions.\textsuperscript{a} Mechanisms should ensure that questions are appropriately edited, reviewed and approved. It can then be possible to develop a searchable bank of assessment items structured in line with the curriculum outcomes and the outcomes in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

50 The 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return to the GMC found that not all schools carry out statistical analysis on examinations. Routine review of all assessments, especially just after they have been used, is very valuable. Assessment instruments can be improved by regular review of how assessment items perform, refining them as appropriate and eliminating poorly performing items. Software packages can help, alongside review of data by a psychometrician. However, the review should not be restricted to quantitative analysis of reliability and should also cover criteria such as validity and educational impact. Those involved in the development of tests should also contribute to their review.

51 Where sufficient numbers of students are involved in a particular examination, opportunities should be taken to monitor the performance of students categorised by race, gender, social background and/or other aspects of diversity.

54 Given the importance of assessment, including placement-based assessments, there must be specific quality-control standards and systems in place to ensure the assessments are ‘fit for purpose’.

Seeking improvement

48 Domain 2 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) covers ‘Quality assurance, review and evaluation’. It mentions assessment at various points:

40. Management systems will be in place to plan and monitor undergraduate medical education (including admissions, courses, placements, student supervision and support, assessment and resources) to ensure that it meets required standards of quality.

43. Quality data will include:
   (a) evaluations by students and data from medical school teachers and other education providers about placements, resources and assessment outcomes…

49. Quality management must cover all aspects of undergraduate medical education, not just teaching. This covers planning, monitoring and the identification and resolution of problems, and includes…
   - appraisal of, and feedback to, students
   - pastoral and academic support for students
   - assessment of students…

51. There must be procedures in place to check the quality of teaching, learning and assessment, including that in clinical/vocational placements, and to ensure that standards are being maintained…

Peninsula medical school – evaluation

Assessment processes are monitored and evaluated first by the relevant assessment theme steering group using, inter alia, statistical information provided
External examiners

52 Paragraph 116 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states: ‘Medical schools must have mechanisms to ensure comparability of standards with other institutions and to share good practice. The mechanisms must cover the appointment of external examiners. The duties and powers of external examiners must be clearly set out.’

53 External examiners are a well-established arrangement in the UK across the university sector. The QAA has published two editions of a section of its Code of Practice on external examining and has more recently been developing minimum expectations for their role. In addition, Universities UK has led a review of external examiners. Richard Hays and Lindsay Bashford have itemised the scope of assessment practices that may be viewed by external examiners and the characteristics of good external examiners.7 Medical schools will wish to develop their own arrangements informed by these initiatives.

54 External examiners should contribute to the review and development of assessment strategies, providing advice from an overarching perspective. Their role should be strategic and at the level of reviewing processes and systems, rather than the examination of individual students.

55 Medical schools should be able to demonstrate that comments from expert examiners are reviewed and that recommendations are considered and acted upon (or not, with justifications, as the school thinks appropriate).

56 Medical schools should have a demonstrable process for appointing external examiners which applies across the school, rather than separate arrangements for individual departments. Role specifications should be used in appointments. They should include requirements in relation to expertise and experience in the design and delivery of assessment. Medical schools should also have explicit processes for briefing external examiners and, where appropriate, for training and personal development.

57 Medical schools should not rely solely on external examiners to provide externality and moderation of their assessment programmes. Input from students, patients and the public, Foundation Schools, postgraduate deaneries, medical Royal Colleges and employers could all assist, as could liaison with assessment experts for example through the Medical Schools Council, the Association for the Study of Medical Education, the Academy of Medical Educators, the Higher Education Academy and international bodies. To avoid any perception of conflict or collusion, the GMC’s Visitors do not provide advice but its quality assurance reviews assist in identifying where progress can be made.

Information for students and staff

58 Paragraph 87 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states:

_Students will receive timely and accurate guidance about assessments, including assessment format, length and range of content, marking schedule and contribution to overall grade._

59 In their 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return to the GMC, almost all schools were confident that they were fully compliant with that requirement.

60 More specifically, clear, accessible and timely information to students and staff could cover:

a the assessment programme
b assessment format, length, the range of content and the contribution of an individual assessment to the overall programme
c the marking process, including the marking schedule and methodology, the moderation and verification of marks and who is involved in marking (including the role of external examiners)
d the scope for reasonable adjustments for students with disabilities and how to apply for these to be made
e the assessment environment
f extenuating circumstances
g protocols for considering borderline cases
h how conclusions are reached about the progression or graduation of students
i handling transcripts
j when results are made available and the circumstances in which they may be provisional
k feedback to students
l appeals and the role of the Office of the Independent Adjudicator
m arrangements for students to raise concerns and questions and how these are considered and acted upon when appropriate
n student involvement in the evaluation of assessment
o the roles, responsibilities and lines of accountability of staff involved in assessment
p pastoral care and support as they relate to assessment
q retakes and resubmissions of work for assessment
r students’ responsibilities, the steps taken to deter cheating and the consequences if detected.

61 As paragraph 114 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states: ‘Students must have guidance about what is expected of them in any examination or assessment. No question format will be used in a summative assessment that has not previously been used in a formative assessment of the student concerned.’ Students should understand the assessment criteria and marking schemes for all tests they face, and know who will be assessing their work in the case of WPBA.

62 Oral briefings prior to examinations should be considered alongside publication of information electronically and in hard copies.

63 Students should be involved in the development of assessment arrangements and the information made available. Where there is a high proportion of minority ethnic students, they should be appropriately represented in any groups set up to secure student involvement in the development of assessment.

Methods

64 Assessment methods should be chosen and developed by drawing on expertise, published studies and good practice.

Tools for knowledge testing

65 Medical schools should be wary of using true/false question formats and QABME visiting teams have welcomed progress at medical schools in this respect. Dichotomous choices are rare in medical practice and it is difficult to frame questions for these formats which are both unambiguous and sufficiently challenging to discriminate between candidates. The use of true/false question formats can result in assessing trivial knowledge and encourage guessing among candidates.8

66 Oral assessments or vivas should not be used summatively given the evidence of their unreliability.9 Vivas have sometimes been used in the consideration of borderline cases but they cannot give confidence that passing candidates are fit to practise or that failing candidates have
been considered fairly. Similarly, essays should also generally be avoided given their unreliability and content specificity although they may be used to test ability to sustain a clear written argument. The reliability of both oral assessments and essays can be improved by clear marking schemes, creating sufficient time and involving more assessors.

Student selected components (SSCs) can pose particular challenges given the range of subjects that may be covered. Clear marking criteria could be established covering aspects such as presentation, analysis of findings, formulation of hypotheses and the outcome of tested hypotheses. Where the report of an SSC is marked initially by an individual who has overseen or been involved in the student’s work, another assessor can be involved to ensure the marking is appropriate. However, limiting the number of examiners involved can help to secure consistency in marking. Panels of SSC examiners could meet to be briefed together, to consider reports on how SSCs are being marked and to discuss emerging issues. It might be helpful to investigate the relationship between SSC scores and progression more generally.

Edinburgh medical school – online Safety in Practice and Prescribing Examination (SIPP)

The Safety in Practice Examination was introduced to the Edinburgh curriculum in 2003 as a key element in year five of the new MBChB programme. It transferred to an online format, using a delivery system developed in-house in the Edinburgh Medical School, in 2006. In 2007 it was modified to incorporate more questions specifically related to safe prescribing. From the beginning, the essential concept of the examination has been to cover a range of common clinical scenarios which graduates would meet as a Foundation Doctor. A range of possible actions are given for each scenario; students are required to grade them as essential, neutral or harmful. The most recent examination included over 100 such questions. The on-line format allows the use of radiological images, laboratory reports, prescription charts and other resources. The pass standard is set with a cut-score which takes account of the requirements of safe patient care – normally around 80%. Every student must pass the examination in order to graduate. The average failure rate at first sitting is 2%. Students who fail can resit after appropriate feedback and remedial study. Our evaluations suggest that this examination drives appropriate learning, and reassures graduates and their employers that they can deliver safe patient care.

Cambridge medical school – online assessment of prescribing

Assessment of practical prescribing comprises an online learning package of six modules:

- a. Introduction
- b. Prescribing in special circumstances,
- c. Safe and legal prescribing
- d. Calculation skills
- e. Identifying and reporting adverse drug reactions
- f. Drug interactions.

Students are also required to complete four student drug charts for patients encountered within their clinical experience to the standard described in the Cambridge University Hospitals NHS Foundation Trust guidelines on good prescribing. These are marked and returned with feedback.

The prescribing skills examination takes one hour and consists of thirty five multiple choice (best of five) questions in total which must be completed successfully for entry into Final MB. Students are allowed the use of a BNF [British National Formulary] and a calculator but regulations forbid the use of any other reference text or web-based reference. The assessment can be delivered on paper or online.
Tools for skills testing

68 ‘Long case’ assessments using just one case can be criticised on grounds of poor generalisability, reliability and validity, as well as the time required.10

69 Assessment systems involving a series of patients such as the Objective Structured Long Examination Record (OSLER) generally have good validity but it can be difficult to ensure sufficient cases to provide reliability.

70 Shortcomings in Objective Structured Clinical Examinations (OSCEs) have been reported by QABME visitors. Key to increasing the reliability or generalisability of OSCEs is providing a sufficient number of separate cases or stations. The 2010 GMC report on The state of basic medical education records that QABME teams ‘often discussed issues around ensuring consistency and comparability between examinations run on different sites or days, and with different examiners. Real and simulated patients are often used in clinical examinations, which adds another variable that needs to be carefully monitored to ensure that there is not unacceptable variation which could impact on student performance and results.’11

71 Examiners, other staff, patients and simulated patients should be briefed and monitored to maximise consistency and appropriate behaviour. There should be a lead person or persons responsible for arranging this briefing and monitoring. Consent should be obtained from patients in line with GMC guidance.

72 The dignity of patients should be respected at all times, for example through the use of curtains and screens, and their feedback about the conduct of the examination session should be collected and acted upon. Regular changeover of patients can prevent fatigue but reduces reliability. Confidentiality and anonymisation should be secured where possible, for example in examination data and in feedback from the patients on their experience. All this would be in line with Good Medical Practice which states that doctors must ‘treat patients with dignity’ and ‘respect patients’ privacy and right to confidentiality’ (paragraph 21).

73 Environments should be conducive to good performance. Schools should avoid facilities which are cramped or subject to noise contamination.

74 It is important to capture aspects of students’ fitness to practise which emerge in clinical examinations but are not reflected in the marks recorded. There should be clear arrangements for examiners and patients, real or simulated, to note concerns, and procedures for considering and acting on those concerns. These arrangements and procedures should be transparent to the student. However, it should be remembered that incidents occurring in the highly charged atmosphere of a summative examination may not reflect usual practice.

75 While it is important not to stereotype, some groups of minority ethnic students/trainees, and also male students/trainees, appear in general to perform less strongly than other groups in relation to interactional skills and self-presentation. There may be subtle culturally-specific communicative norms followed in some examinations which do not reflect the ethnically and linguistically diverse population of the UK. This is worth bearing in mind when considering how students may differ in their need for preparation for summative assessments and therefore the extent of the formative assessments provided for them.

76 Also, schools should seriously consider including OSCE stations where cultural or linguistic differences are a major focus. This would enable assessment of students’ cultural/linguistic awareness which is increasingly important as the population becomes more diverse in these respects.12, 13

77 OSCEs are a good tool to ensure that students are assessed in relation to their engagement with patients, covering communication, empathy and sensitivity.
The supplementary advice from the GMC on involving patients and the public discusses their role in skills testing (and is due for publication in spring 2011).

The ASME guidance on *Structured assessments of clinical competence* provides helpful practical advice covering:

- blueprinting
- station development and piloting
- examiner training
- simulated patient training
- organisation.

King’s medical school – OSCEs

The Phase Five OSCE is an integrated clinical examination of 18 typical tasks faced by a FY1 doctor (a mix of practical skills, history taking, communication management and examination tasks), each marked on its components and globally. It continues to evolve in response to today’s circumstances, increasingly focusing on process skills and patient safety.

The extension OSCE, introduced in 2008, is for those candidates who fail the main OSCE or whose marks are borderline, allowing additional scrutiny of the candidates’ ability, and an opportunity for them to recover from an isolated bad performance. The marks of the two OSCEs are added together to increase reliability.

Cardiff medical school – OSCE briefings

Simulated patients (actors) are used to assess communication skills in year three, four and five OSCEs. A briefing paper and training sessions from clinicians are provided for the actors prior to the OSCE. This clarifies the clinical role for the actors and helps to standardise the student assessment.

St George’s medical school – simulated patients

Simulated patients receive a general briefing on the level of the students and the structure of the day. They then role-play their own station to standardise their performance including their response to the first question. The first question is typically open-ended and the response needs to be standardised in the amount and quality of the information given. The response needs to sound natural but not contain information that needs to be specifically elicited as part of the task. The simulated patients also try to standardise their ‘emotional state’ so that different candidates are not confronted by different emotional responses to the same questions (e.g. one bursting into tears, one becoming aggressive etc). Also, the simulated patients meet their examiners to discuss questions about the stations and discuss any ambiguities, to achieve maximum consistency of performance across circuits. At the end of the examination, simulated patients are given an opportunity to feed back on examiner behaviour. New or complex stations are piloted and rehearsed in advance of the OSCE.

Tools for performance testing

There are limits to the effectiveness of current arrangements for considering the performance of students and trainees in clinical settings. However, medical schools and providers of postgraduate training are investing considerable effort in addressing the issues.

Schools should be exploring methods of WPBA and could prepare their students by using the methods established in the Foundation Programme: Mini-CEX (Mini-Clinical Evaluation eXercise), DOPS (Direct Observation of Procedural Skills), CbD (Case-based Discussion) and Mini-PAT (Mini-Peer Assessment Tool). WPBA approaches can enable identification of concerns about individual students and combining scores can produce student performance profiles. Schools should carefully evaluate such initiatives and consider the scope for moving towards arrangements which are appropriate for summative as well as formative assessment. However, schools should be wary...
of undermining the educational potential of WPBA and remember that students’ practical competences may develop speedily in their final year. It would be helpful if schools could share information about successes and challenges of this form of assessment. They could seek contributions to the development or quality assurance of their arrangements for WPBA from outside the school. The state of basic medical education includes a case study on the introduction of WPBA at Leeds medical school.

82 John Norcini discusses challenges in his Workplace based assessment in clinical training, covering:

- a reliability, which can be affected by the number of encounters observed, the number of assessors and the aspects of performance being evaluated
- b equivalence, which can be enhanced by using a common problem list, a number of assessors for each trainee and good faculty development
- c stakes, in that high grades tend to be awarded when the assessment is for an important purpose
- d relationships between assessors and trainees, the dangers from which can be reduced by using external assessors and providing anonymity for assessment by peers
- e the case for combining WPBA with other forms of assessment
- f feasibility, given resource constraints in workplace settings.16

83 A particular challenge is ensuring that assessors are consistent in their contributions to WPBA. Both the positive impact of feedback and the weight that can be attached to these assessments depend in large part on the training, briefing and monitoring of the assessors.

84 Paragraph 8.2 of the Standards for curricula and assessment systems (for specialty including GP training)17 covers WPBA requirements and methods and may help medical schools to develop a comprehensive approach, while recognising that arrangements for employees may not work well for students.

85 Paragraph 111 of Tomorrow’s Doctors suggests the use of clinical logbooks and personal portfolios to ‘allow students to identify strengths and weaknesses and to focus their learning’. Schools should consider how to make best use of portfolios to have a positive impact on learning and whether they should play any role in relation to summative assessment. For example, keeping a portfolio might be required in order to take an examination. But using the content of portfolios for summative assessment is likely to compromise their potential to support reflection and identify weaknesses.

In the postgraduate context:
Workplace Based Assessment: A guide for implementation, available on the GMC website, makes the following points or suggestions among many others.

- a More senior, expert staff tend to be more objective assessors.
- b Narrative information should be recorded by assessors.
- c If possible, assessments should be subject to audit and review and feedback should be given to assessors.
- d Professional advice and support for assessors is important, particularly in relation to identifying and defending judgements of poor performance.
- e Quality management should be in place: a checklist is provided.

86 Simulated environments can also provide effective assessment opportunities. As Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states at paragraph 100: ‘Medical schools should take advantage of new technologies, including simulation, to deliver teaching’; and at paragraph 102: ‘Opportunities should also be provided for students to learn with other health and social care students, including the use of simulated
Simulation can be appropriate to assess both technical and non-technical skills.

**Dundee medical school – mini-CEX and DOPS**

The University of Dundee Medical School is piloting the use of Mini-CEX and DOPS as part of final year teaching and assessment. Now established in postgraduate training we have modified the assessment templates for undergraduate use defining the level of descriptors for competence required as that of a final year medical student who meets the standard to progress to Foundation year 1. In the pilot, students were required to undertake four Mini-CEX’s in their Foundation apprenticeship blocks and DOPS for peripheral cannula insertion, blood cultures, arterial blood gas sample and urinary catheterisation. These are included as part of the required work for these placements in their portfolio. Feedback was positive. Students valued the feedback opportunity these exercises provided and examiners for the portfolio found the objective assessment information useful. These assessments are at present being piloted for formative purposes. This is to look partly at logistics of delivery but realistically we do not expect them (particularly Mini-CEX) to be used summatively as we feel most benefit may be gained from formative use and we are unlikely to be able to get each student enough opportunities to make it reliable for summative use.

**Dundee medical school – ward simulation exercise**

The University of Dundee ward simulation exercise creates a standardised clinical environment in which final year students can be assessed on a number of clinical, professional and patient safety areas including prioritisation and organisation, team-working, communication with patients and colleagues, situational awareness, leadership, health & safety and safe prescribing. The 25 minute exercise is run in a purpose-built 3 bedded simulated ward in the Clinical Skills Centre. During the exercise the student who takes on the role of a year 1 Foundation doctor, works with a nurse to manage the ward. The exercise runs to one of a number of standardised scripts which involve three simulated patients in which there are timed interruptions and events eg deterioration in a patient’s condition, call from pharmacy. The student is observed, via video linkage, by two assessors who score independently against defined criteria prior to reaching consensus on performance. Students review their recorded exercise and self-score and reflect on their performance prior to receiving individual feedback. The recording on DVD and the assessment sheets are included in the student’s portfolio.

**Assessment of professionalism**

87 Aspects of professionalism can be tested through knowledge, skills and performance testing. The Medical Council of Canada has successfully assessed professionalism through MCQs in its Part 1 knowledge-based examination which is the first part of the prerequisite to licensure in Canada.18

88 In addition, students' conscientiousness could be considered through their record of attendance, meeting deadlines, taking part in voluntary activities and other objective evidence. Feedback from staff and from other students may also be useful. Medical schools may take a purely formative approach in early years but there is a risk that this might give professionalism insufficient importance in the eyes of the student.19

89 Information about aspects of professionalism may also be obtained through use of a Situational Judgement Test.

90 In addition, students’ professional behaviour may be considered through the school’s arrangements for pastoral care and student support and, where necessary, through formal...
fitness to practise arrangements. Schools may have arrangements to take a holistic view of each student’s fitness to practise prior to graduation. These issues are discussed in *Medical students: professional values and fitness to practise*, published by the GMC and the Medical Schools Council.\(^20\)

St George’s medical school – assessing professionalism

St George’s, University of London has a longitudinal professionalism assessment throughout the course with multiple assessments by multiple assessors. Repeated poor performance leads to referral to the Professional Behaviour Committee. The emphasis is on remediation as a first step, and disciplinary action only if that fails. In years one and two, assessment is formative and around 5% of students are seen by the committee. In the clinical years the assessment is summative, with separate assessment of attendance. Again, remediation is the first approach. A student who fails the assessment in the clinical years cannot progress.\(^\)

Processes

Supporting examiners

91 *The state of basic medical education* summarises findings from QABME reviews: ‘Variability in examiner marking, and the importance of having effective training and monitoring for examiners in place, arose in a number of reports, with schools often reporting difficulties in ensuring examiners attended training. Some schools, including the universities of East Anglia, Warwick, and Edinburgh were commended on their examiner training.’\(^21\)

92 Paragraph 88 of *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009) states: ‘Examiners and assessors will be appropriately selected, trained, supported and appraised’. Paragraph 115 adds: ‘Examiners must be trained to carry out their role and to apply the medical school’s assessment criteria consistently…’

93 In their 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return to the GMC, about half the schools reported that they needed to undertake further work to comply with paragraph 88 of *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009).

In the postgraduate context:

*Standards for curricula and assessment systems* (for specialty including GP training) states:

9.2. Unless other arrangements are agreed, trainers, supervisors, assessors and examiners must:

(a) have relevant qualifications and experience

(b) undertake appropriate training.

Standard 10 on the ‘Role of the assessor’ states:

Standard 10: Assessors/examiners will be recruited against criteria for performing the tasks they undertake.

Mandatory requirements.

10.1. The roles of assessors/examiners will be clearly specified and used as the basis for recruitment and appointment.

10.2. Assessors or examiners must demonstrate their ability to undertake the role.

10.3. Assessors/examiners should only assess in areas where they have competence.

10.4. The relevant professional experience of assessors should be greater than that of candidates being assessed.

10.5. Equality and diversity training will be a core component of any assessor/examiner training programme.

94 Characteristics of good educators are set out in the *Professional Standards* of the Academy of Medical Educators.\(^22\) Theme 4 covers ‘Assessment and feedback to learners’ and covers five areas of knowledge, understanding and practice for those involved:

a the purpose of the assessment

b the content of the assessment
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There should be a large enough lapse of time between examinations and the board meetings which reach decisions to avoid undue pressure on staff processing data and to allow effective quality control and monitoring.

In addition, schools will wish to consider the opportunity for remediation and resits where appropriate. They must put patient safety first and be confident in the fitness to practise of their new graduates. The 2010 survey of assessment by the Medical Schools Council found that most schools allowed one resit attempt for each single written or clinical final assessment, which seems reasonable to the GMC. Many schools hold Finals at a time which allows those who do not pass to resit before the date of graduation. This also seems reasonable.

Schools may arrange Finals before student assistantships, so that students have acquired the knowledge and skills that they need to practise safely and are not distracted by the need to prepare for examinations. However, other schools will wish Finals to cover the development of practical skills acquired while on student assistantships.

Selection into the Foundation Programme may also be a factor in the timing of Finals.

For a wider context, the QAA offer helpful suggestions in relation to Precept 6 in their Code of Practice, that is: 'Institutions ensure that the amount and timing of assessment enables effective and appropriate measurement of students’ achievement of intended learning outcomes'.

The GMC has prepared separate advice on the training of teachers and trainers generally, due for publication in Spring 2011.

The timing of examinations

The timing of examinations is critical and schools should review their arrangements and be willing to implement change where feasible.

Schools should consider the case for scheduling examinations to create gaps between them, rather than holding them over a short period. If several examinations are held during the same few weeks, students may place more weight on some rather than others. Also, students may take a cramming approach to their assessment.

There should be a large enough lapse of time between examinations and the board meetings which reach decisions to avoid undue pressure on staff processing data and to allow effective quality control and monitoring.

In addition, schools will wish to consider the opportunity for remediation and resits where appropriate. They must put patient safety first and be confident in the fitness to practise of their new graduates. The 2010 survey of assessment by the Medical Schools Council found that most schools allowed one resit attempt for each single written or clinical final assessment, which seems reasonable to the GMC. Many schools hold Finals at a time which allows those who do not pass to resit before the date of graduation. This also seems reasonable.

Schools may arrange Finals before student assistantships, so that students have acquired the knowledge and skills that they need to practise safely and are not distracted by the need to prepare for examinations. However, other schools will wish Finals to cover the development of practical skills acquired while on student assistantships.

Selection into the Foundation Programme may also be a factor in the timing of Finals.

For a wider context, the QAA offer helpful suggestions in relation to Precept 6 in their Code of Practice, that is: 'Institutions ensure that the amount and timing of assessment enables effective and appropriate measurement of students’ achievement of intended learning outcomes'.

The timing of examinations

The timing of examinations is critical and schools should review their arrangements and be willing to implement change where feasible.

Schools should consider the case for scheduling examinations to create gaps between them, rather than holding them over a short period. If several examinations are held during the same few weeks, students may place more weight on some rather than others. Also, students may take a cramming approach to their assessment.

Equality and diversity training could cover:

- ensuring that students, staff and patients are treated fairly, irrespective of their protected characteristics, in accordance with the Equality Act 2010
- issues in relation to the assessment of medical students and trainees
- local equality policies and action plans.

As well as training on equality and diversity, for example through participation in an on-line module, all examiners should have received appropriate training to reach a good level of understanding of assessment principles, the requirements of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009), the school’s assessment strategy and their responsibilities including, where appropriate, their role in feedback. Training should be provided at the time of selection by the school and periodically thereafter, in addition to briefings prior to examinations. The QAA Code of Practice includes a helpful list of possible uses of development opportunities under Precept 10: ‘Institutions ensure that everyone involved in the assessment of students is competent to undertake their roles and responsibilities’.

The GMC has prepared separate advice on the training of teachers and trainers generally, due for publication in Spring 2011.

Reasonable adjustments

Paragraph 90 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states:

Assessment criteria will be consistent with the requirements for competence standards set out in disability discrimination legislation. Reasonable adjustments will be provided to help students with disabilities meet these competence standards.
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Although reasonable adjustments cannot be made to the competence standards themselves, reasonable adjustments should be made to enable a disabled person to meet a competence standard.

106 In the 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return, nearly all schools reported compliance with this requirement.

107 Schools will need to ensure that they are compliant with the Equality Act 2010 which is replacing the prior disability discrimination (except in Northern Ireland).

108 Full guidance to medical schools, including examples of reasonable adjustments to assessments, is provided in Gateways to the Professions – Advising medical schools: encouraging disabled students26. This is referenced in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and a 2010 edition of Gateways is available on the GMC website. Examples in Gateways of reasonable adjustments in assessment cover aspects relating to documents, allowances, equipment and locations.

Standard setting

109 Paragraph 89 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states: ‘There will be systems in place to set appropriate standards for assessments to decide whether students have achieved the curriculum outcomes.’

110 In the 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return only a few medical schools reported that they needed to undertake some work to meet that requirement.

111 Medical schools legitimately choose various methods but all should fully implement a robust, transparent and consistent approach to standard setting that satisfies the requirements in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009). Schools should be able to justify the standard setting methods they have adopted and to explain how they relate to the assessment methods used and the overall assessment strategy. Schools should also evaluate their own experience of standard-setting and develop processes reflecting that evaluation.

112 Medical schools should not employ fixed pass marks – that is, pass marks which are the same every year – since these do not reflect variations in the difficulty of examinations over time and therefore could result in individuals of identical ability passing in one year and failing in another. The schools should have processes to establish that standards are stable over time.

113 Schools should use approaches to standard setting which ensure concordance with absolute standards.

114 Where compatible with the approach adopted, standard setting should take place in advance of the assessments. Post-hoc processes should generally be avoided. However, if the outcome of the assessment appears surprising, and certainly if there is a threat to patient safety, it may be appropriate to amend the standard setting retrospectively. Lessons should then be identified and shortcomings addressed in the standard setting arrangements for future assessments.

115 Schuwirth and van der Vleuten argue:

Any standard set must be:

- explicable, through the rationales behind the decisions made
- defensible, to the extent that it can assure the stakeholders about its validity (an issue in this may be ‘due diligence’, that is demonstrating that good effort was put into setting the standard)
- stable, as it is not defensible that the standards vary from year to year.27

116 Miriam Friedman Ben-David stresses the importance of selecting appropriate panellists for standard-setting processes and suggests:

Panellists should be:

- experts in the related field of examination
- familiar with the examination methods
- good problem solvers
- familiar with level of candidates
- interested in education (teachers).28
Clear protocols and transparent arrangements are helpful in achieving the following.

a Reaching consistent, evidence-based and defensible decisions about individual students. It may not be possible to take a purely quantitative or automatic approach: expert judgments, exercised in an accountable and consistent manner, may also be necessary.

b Identifying borderline candidates, for example by using Standard Error of Measurement (SEM) criteria and covering candidates on both sides of the pass mark in exactly the same way.

c Exercising discretion in a fair and consistent manner that would withstand challenge on the grounds of due process.

d Defining any use of compensation, consistent with ensuring that all new graduates have achieved all the outcomes (including performance of the practical procedures) in Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009).

e Taking appropriate consideration of extenuating or mitigating circumstances without compromising patient safety or the outcomes required of graduates. Schools should not award additional marks in these circumstances or change pass/fail decisions. Schools may consider whether the student should be given a further chance or whether a previous attempt is to be discarded and the next attempt counted as the first attempt. Schools may think it appropriate to require students to submit extenuating circumstances before examinations rather than when they find they have failed. Schools should consider how their arrangements allow for appropriate review by external examiners of these decisions.

f Deciding when students are entitled to resit examinations and the conditions that apply. It is important to ensure that resits are of the same standard as the main examinations.
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Also, schools could consider the recent suggestion to combine resit results with the results of the prior failed assessment, thereby increasing the sample size assessed and helping to ensure that robust decisions are made on borderline candidates in the interest of patient safety. However, schools would need to ensure that students understand this situation and do not regard the resit as an entirely fresh attempt. Combining results would not be appropriate where a student is allowed a resit due to extenuating circumstances: this calls for a clean slate since their first attempt may not have been reflective of their true abilities.

Medical schools will need to comply with university regulations which may impact on making decisions about students’ progression and graduation. Schools should liaise closely with university authorities since the regulations should accord with good practice in medical education.

Feedback

Paragraph 85 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) states: ‘Students will have regular feedback on their performance’. Paragraph 111 says:

Students must receive regular information about their development and progress. This should include feedback on both formative and summative assessments…Feedback about performance in assessments helps to identify strengths and weaknesses, both in students and in the curriculum, and this allows changes to be made.

In their 2009/10 Enhanced Annual Return to the GMC, almost half the medical schools said they would need to take steps in order to comply with paragraph 85 of Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009). A lack of staff resource was frequently cited as the reason.

Standard 11 of the Standards for curricula and assessment systems (for specialty including GP training) is that ‘Assessments must provide relevant feedback to the trainees’. The standard goes on to set requirements for trainees. Modifying these standards to apply to medical students we can advise the following.

a The policy and process for providing feedback to students following assessments should be documented and in the public domain.

b The form of feedback should match the purpose of the assessment.

c Outcomes from assessments should be used to provide feedback to the students on the effectiveness of the education where consent from all interested parties has been given.

d Sometimes it may be appropriate to provide no feedback other than the test result. If this is a policy decision then reasons should be stated.

The QAA suggest:

It may be helpful to consider how different forms of feedback can be used for different purposes. For example, students are likely to find it helpful to receive constructive comments on their work from a range of sources including teachers, personal tutors, peers and, where appropriate, practitioners. Encouraging students to reflect on their own performance, as well as receiving feedback from others, can be a useful part of the learning process, especially when opportunities for self-assessment are integrated in a module or programme.

Good feedback will be effective in improving learning and performance. Wherever possible feedback should not be given only to students who fail or are struggling as, irrespective of performance, all students can benefit from it. Good feedback:
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23

q acknowledges that some students may need more detailed feedback, particularly in relation to interactional skills and self presentation where they appear less confident or proficient: consideration should be given to the possibility that cultural or social background and norms may influence both their actions and how they are perceived by others.

r relates to the student’s personal goals and establishes mutually agreed goals and provides opportunities to close the gap between current and required performance.

s provides information about teachers that can be used to help shape teaching.

127 Electronic and automatic feedback can be very valuable but should not replace personal approaches completely.

128 Students should be encouraged to rate the feedback (provide feedback on the feedback) and schools may be able to monitor how feedback affects student performance. A systematic approach to providing feedback could involve protocols for recording which would in turn provide an audit trail.

129 Schools should also arrange for staff to receive feedback from the results of student assessments relating to their own performance as assessors, teachers and role models.

130 Further guidance and models for constructive feedback are referenced in the ASME reports by Diana Wood, John Norcini, and Jean Ker and Paul Bradley (all collected in a book edited by Tim Swanwick – see Related Documents).

Nottingham medical school – Virtual Learning Environment

The University of Nottingham Medical School is providing personalised exam feedback to students based around learning objectives. These objectives are firstly entered into the VLE (Virtual Learning Environment) to scaffold and guide the learners during the semester. The
Where cross-school assessment arrangements are robust, medical schools should take advantage of them and take opportunities to contribute to their support, management and development.

**Annexes**

**Extracts on assessment from Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009)**

The overall Standard for Domain 5 is at paragraph 81:

81 The curriculum must be designed, delivered and assessed to ensure that graduates demonstrate all the ‘outcomes for graduates’ specified in Tomorrow’s Doctors.

The Criteria relating to assessment state:

85 Students will have regular feedback on their performance.

86 All the ‘outcomes for graduates’ will be assessed at appropriate points during the curriculum, ensuring that only students who meet these outcomes are permitted to graduate. Assessments will be fit for purpose – that is: valid, reliable, generalisable, feasible and fair.

87 Students will receive timely and accurate guidance about assessments, including assessment format, length and range of content, marking schedule and contribution to overall grade.

88 Examiners and assessors will be appropriately selected, trained, supported and appraised.

89 There will be systems in place to set appropriate standards for assessments to decide whether students have achieved the curriculum outcomes.

90 Assessment criteria will be consistent with the requirements for competence standards set out in disability discrimination legislation. Reasonable adjustments will be provided to help students with disabilities meet these competence standards. Although reasonable adjustments cannot be made to the competence standards.

### Cross-school arrangements

131 Medical schools have combined to develop assessment arrangements: in particular the Prescribing Skills Assessment under development by the Medical Schools Council and the British Pharmacological Society, and the development of a common bank of questions by the Medical Schools Council Assessment Alliance, building on the work of the Universities Medical Assessment Partnership (UMAP).

132 Such arrangements can bring together experts to produce items and arrangements of a high standard. They may be more cost-effective than separate arrangements at each school. They provide opportunities for comparing the performance of schools and/or students and could provide reassurance to the GMC, employers and the public about the fitness to practise and the preparedness of graduates for employment and for training in the Foundation Programme.

133 Such arrangements should be subject to effective test security, internal quality control and external quality assurance. Where appropriate, they should comply with Tomorrow’s Doctors (2009) and the QAA Code of Practice and be informed by this advice and the Standards for curricula and assessment systems (although the last were drawn up for specialty including GP training).
The 16 high-level outcomes from *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009)

The numbering here relates to the paragraphs in *Tomorrow’s Doctors* (2009).

**Outcomes 1 – The doctor as a scholar and a scientist**

8 The graduate will be able to apply to medical practice biomedical scientific principles, method and knowledge relating to: anatomy, biochemistry, cell biology, genetics, immunology, microbiology, molecular biology, nutrition, pathology, pharmacology and physiology.

9 Apply psychological principles, method and knowledge to medical practice.

10 Apply social science principles, method and knowledge to medical practice.

11 Apply to medical practice the principles, method and knowledge of population health and the improvement of health and healthcare.

12 Apply scientific method and approaches to medical research.

**Outcomes 2 – The doctor as a practitioner**

13 The graduate will be able to carry out a consultation with a patient.

14 Diagnose and manage clinical presentations.

15 Communicate effectively with patients and colleagues in a medical context.

16 Provide immediate care in medical emergencies.

17 Prescribe drugs safely, effectively and economically.

18 Carry out practical procedures safely and effectively.

19 Use information effectively in a medical context.

**Outcomes 3 – The doctor as a professional**

20 The graduate will be able to behave according to ethical and legal principles.

21 Reflect, learn and teach others.

22 Learn and work effectively within a multi-professional team.

23 Protect patients and improve care.
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Glossary

ASME Association for the Study of Medical Education.

Assessment All activity aimed at judging students’ attainment of curriculum outcomes, whether for summative purposes (determining progress) or formative purposes (giving feedback). An ‘examination’ is an individual assessment test.

Blueprint A template used to define the content of a test that may be designed as a matrix or a series of matrices.

EAR Enhanced Annual Return – from medical schools to the GMC.

Examiners All those responsible for marking, assessing or judging students’ performance, regardless of the terminology used in any particular medical school.

MCQs Multiple Choice Questions.

OSCE Objective Structured Clinical Examination.

Outcomes Areas or aspects of knowledge, skill or behaviour to be acquired through a period of education or training.

PLAB Professional and Linguistic Assessments Board – the GMC board that oversees the PLAB test which is the main route by which International Medical Graduates demonstrate that they have the necessary skills and knowledge to practise medicine in the UK.

PMETB The Postgraduate Medical Education and Training Board, merged with the GMC in April 2010.

QAA The Quality Assurance Agency.

QABME Quality Assurance of Basic Medical Education: the GMC’s arrangements for regulatory review of undergraduate medical education, to be superseded by the Quality Improvement Framework.

Scheme of assessment The examinations and assessments that make sure all students have successfully achieved and demonstrated the knowledge, skills and behaviour set out in the curriculum.

SSC Student Selected Component.

WPBA Workplace based assessment.
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